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In a location up high, between beaches and vineyards, the city of Viseu, in 
the centre of Portugal, is home to the Abyss & Habidecor production units. 

The whole Abyss & Habidecor team, the stylists, the workers, the reps, the suppliers 
and the customers have, for over 30 years, devoted their expertise to the bath linen of 
this prestigious Portuguese brand, which is associated with a craft steeped in tradition.

Lisbon

Oporto

Viseu

A Home Base in PORTUGAL
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«Being imaginative.
Satisfying and listening to customers.
Dreaming and making others dream »

That is the very essence of Abyss & Habidecor.
It is a philosophy that elegantly combines the requirements 
of a high-quality craft and the beauty of products fostering a 
spirit of harmony.

Each person, whatever their job in the stages of production,
believes in the seductive quality of Abyss & Habidecor products.

A GENUINE Philosophy
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INTERNATIONAL Delegations

USA

CHINA

BELGIUM 
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A&H

is an exclusive rug company.
 
Giza Egyptian cotton - ELS (Extra Long Staple) is also used for the production of Habidecor bath rugs. It is known for the length of 
its fibers, its fineness and its 
exceptional quality. During production, the yarn is combed and 
passes through the operation spinner that removes short fibers.

is an exclusive towel company. 

Giza Egyptian cotton - ELS (Extra Long Staple) is used for producing Abyss towels and bathrobes. It is considered the best cotton 
in the World. Cultivated on the banks of the Nile, the cotton is picked by hand and the fibre is then twisted and treated to create a 
yarn of exceptional quality. Softness, absorption, durability … so many characteristics that are found in the elegance and simplicity 

of Abyss towels and bathrobes.

Abyss

Habidecor
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Creating the “best” towel began with the selection of the cotton.
A soft and heat-resistant vegetable fiber used in garments since 3,000 
BC.
A&H weaves only the finest Egyptian combed cotton called Giza ELS 
(Extra Long Staple 37mm). This is the most exclusive cotton. It absorbs 
and retains moisture, is readily washable and is available in a wide vari-
ety of types and qualities. Extra Long Staple combed cotton is generally 
considered to provide the finest quality cotton yarn for textiles.
Beside his age, Giza particularity remains in his weaving only long 
staple combed fiber (37MM) providing resistance and low peeling. Not 
only soft and absorbent, it gives the towel a royal touch.
Egyptian cotton is known for his excellent absorption and excellent 

washing resistance.

The Most Precious FIBERS

Linen is woven from the fibers produced by the flax plant, and the term 
“linen” cannot 
be applied to any other kind of fiber except that of natural flax.
Among the properties of linen are rapid moisture absorption, fiber 
length of a few 
inches to one yard, no fuzziness, soil-resistance, natural luster and 
stiffness.
A&H weaves only Belgian linen which has a high reputation in linen 
quality.

A fine, softly lustered fabric made from the silk filaments of the silk-
worm’s cocoon.
Silk is considered as the luxurious fiber in the textiles business. Soft, 
elegant it is a 
world of pleasure in your own bathroom.

The silk is mainly use in the Habidecor collection.

EGYPTIAN COTTON

BELGIAN LINEN
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The high-quality raw materials are the key to success. 
Abyss & Habidecor has used these same yarns for over 20 years.

The Oeko-Tex Label
« In this era of ecology, we more than ever stand for a way of life 
that respects others and nature. » 
The Oeko-Tex label obtained by the company is the fruit of a 
demonstrated commitment to invest in biological water treatment 
and the use of biodegradable products. Moreover, the production 
process endeavours to exemplify respect for the environment and 
human beings. 

The craftwork to which the Abyss & Habidecor workers devote
  themselves day after day is guided by a commitment to excellence.

All about QUALITY
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Our solid color towels are piece dyed, for a number of reasons. The towel, bias tape and label are all one beautiful 
color. By using this method, the towels are pre-shrunk and will maintain its size and shape for the life of the product.

We only use low-impact dyes which are human and environmentally friendly. All water used for dying is sent to an 
onsite state of the art recycling tanks.

The piece-dyed process provides a uniform coloration.
The bias-trim, the label and the terry towels have the exact same color.
More elegant this provides a unique look.
For the dying process we use best colorants known for their resistance.

A World of COLOURS

By pre-washing all of our products we pre-shrunk all of our items.
No more shrinkage and size variation. Color fading is almost inexistent.

PIECE-DYED

PRE-WASHED
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Small details make the difference.
It has helped A&H to build their reputation.
Many visitors of our facilities are surprised by this work.

Different, refined, elegant are the words...

A&H controls all of its products.
During the entire process several controls are done: color 
conformity, quality control, finishing control, weight control, 
absorption, pilling, etc.

Each piece is UNIQUE

FINISHING

QUALITY CONTROL
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Durable
Durability is achieved through the quality of the raw materials.
A&H products are woven from the finest 100% Egyptian cotton and pure linen.
Consequently, A&H linen has greater tensile  strength and produces very little lint.
All A&H linen towels are pre-washed and pre-shrunk. With only one hidden seam 

in our signature bias trim, A&H linen are guaranteed to hold up wash after wash.  

Beautiful
A signature bias trim and luxurious hand typifies the Abyss European 
towels and Habidecor rugs.
They´re dyed in piece so the bias, towel and even the care label are 
perfectly matched.
In our linen/cotton collection, the blend of natural linen and cotton 
results in a multitude of patterns created via a state-of-the-art 
jacquard loom.

Colorful
We´re extremely proud of our color palette.
A staggering 60 in all! The most popular styles are available in all colors.
Mix and max textures and colors. The possibilities are endless!

Absorbent
You´ll find that our towels are not only stronger, they´re more absorbent.
Boasting the worlds finest Giza Egyptian cotton, the resulting towel is 
exceptionally soft, absorbent and strong.
Also, our towels tend to be lighter, more fluid and dry faster.

What makes the DIFFERENCE
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Care INSTRUCTIONS

Preliminary instructions:

• Wash the linen separately from other products and avoid 
clothes with buttons or zips that may damage the towels.

• Separate whites from colours and dark products.

• Use mild detergents.

• Take care with beauty products that may contain harmful agents.
All of our products are pre-washedto prevent them from shrinking.

• If a thread is pulled in the sponges, carefully cut it level with the loops 
using scissors.

Drying

• It is important to use a tumble dryer to restore the volume and springi-
ness of sponges. 
• During the first few washes, rugs and towels naturally lose some fibres 
and it is necessary to properly clean the tumble dryer’s filter.

Washing 

• Do not overload the washing machine. 
• Do not use detergents containing whitening agents that may alter or fade 
colour.

TOWELS RUGS
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A&H exports to more than 61 countries spread across the 5 continentes.

A&H in the world
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A&H in the world

BRUSSELS TORONTO BEIJING DUBAI

MUNICH

Y

LONDON

MIAMISEOULTOKYO

SAN FRANCISCO LISBON MADRID

LOS ANGELES PARIS HONG KONG CHICAGO

GENEVE

SINGAPORE

NEW YORK

MOSCOW
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Some major CLIENTS

ALL USA LONDON TOKYO

TOKYO PORTUGAL
SPAIN

HONG KONG

NEW YORK SEOUL MOSCOW
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GONDOLE V.

Measures: 1,40m x 1,70m x 1m
Weight: 316 kg

GONDOLE H.

Measures: 1,20m x 2,10m x 0,90m
Weight: 297 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Fixtures

TABLE 2 FLOORS

Measures: 0,90m x 1,80m x 1,20m
Weight: 253.3 kg

TABLE 1 FLOOR

Measures: 0,75m x 1,50m x 1,20m
Weight: 195 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Rugs Presentations

RUG STOCK (8 articles)

Measures: 1,10m x 1m x 0,70m
Weight: 65 kg

RUG PRESENTATION (3 articles)

Measures: 1,675m x 0,85m x 0,47m
Weight: 6 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Robes Presentation

MANNEQUINS (M & F)

Measures: 0,36m x 0,36m
Weight: 9 kg each 

ROBE PRESENTATION (10 articles)

Measures: 1,675m x 0,85m x 0,47m
Weight: 5 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Displays

A&H 60 COLOR BOARD

Measures: 1,15m x 0,60m x 2,5m
Weight: 11.5 kg

A&H MONOGRAM BOARD

Measures: 1,15m x 0,60m x 2,5m
Weight: 11.5 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Displays

A&H 60 COLOR BOARD - SMALL VERSION

Measures: 72 cm x 45 cm
Weight: 5 kg 

DISPLAY BRODERIE (VERTICAL)

Measures: 26cm x 34,5cm
Weight: 0,8 kg

DISPLAY - WHITE LACQUERED WOOD

Measures: 26cm x 34,5cm
Weight: 0,7 kg

A&H MARKETINGA&H MARKETING
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Displays

DISPLAY PLEXI - HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL

Measures: 31cm x 23cm + base 22cm x 9,5cm
Thickness: 1,2 cm
Weight: 1,4 kg

CUBES

Measures: 30cm x 25cm
Weight: 4 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Displays

POSTER (HORIZONTAL) + METAL STRUCTURE

Measures: 100cm x 60cm
Weight: 2.6 kg

POSTER (VERTICAL) + METAL STRUCTURE

Measures: 90cm x 60cm
Weight: 2.3 kg

A&H MARKETING
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Displays

A&H LOGO BLOC

Measures: 10cm x 80cm
Weight: 5 kg

A&H LOGO PLEXI

Measures: 40cm x 9cm
Weight: 0,7 kg

A&H STEEL LETTERS
(Wall Sign)

A&H MARKETING
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Catalogues

A&H CATALOGUE

Measures: 32cm x 23cm

A&H 60 COLOR CATALOGUE
 
Measures: 32cm x 22cm

A&H ARTISTIC/PRESTIGE

Measures: 21,5cm x 26cm

A&H MARKETING
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A&H INSPIRATIONS

Measures: 29,7cm x 21cm

A&H PRESENTATION IDEAS/TABLES

Measures: 29,7cm x 21cm

A&H LITTLE BOOK + BASE

Measures: 10cm x 14cm

A&H MARKETING BOOK 

Measures: 25,5cm x 32cm

A&H MARKETING

Catalogues
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Packaging

BAGS

Measures: small -  22cm x 15 cm
                  medium - 36cm x 33cm
                  big - 55cm x 45cm

BOXES

Measures: 35cm x 25cm x 8cm
                  50cm x 33cm x 10cm

USB + COLLECTION’S DIGITAL FILES
 
   6cm x 2,5cm

A&H MARKETING
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Contacts

CORPORATE OFFICE

Zona Industrial de Mundão
3505-459 Viseu
PORTUGAL

Tlf: +351.929.200
Fax: +351.929.209

e-mail: habidecor@habidecor.com

wwww.abysshabidecor.com
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